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Abstract
We develop the concept of exogenous cognition (ExC) as a specific manifestation of an external cognitive system. ExC describes the technological and algorithmic extension of (and annexation of) cognition in a consumption context. ExC provides a framework to enhance the understanding of the impact of pervasive computing and smart technology on consumer decision-making and the behavioural impacts of consumer analytics. To this end, the article provides commentary and structures to outline the impact of ExC and to elaborate the definition and reach of ExC. The logic of ExC culminates in a theory of cognitive states comprising of three potential decision states: endogenous cognition, symbiotic cognition and surrogate cognition. These states are posited as transient (consumers might move between them during a purchase episode) and determined by individual propensities and situational antecedents. The article latterly provides various potential empirical avenues and issues for consideration and debate.
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Introduction

Consumer decision-making often occurs via digitally mediated structures; these are increasingly data-driven and oriented around analytics. Marketers are in a position to ‘know’ more about what customers do more than ever before. This knowledge is reliant on insights generated by algorithmic interactions between consumers and the analytics ecosystem, mining Big Data and leading to ‘automated marketing’ (e.g. see Darmody and Zwick, 2020; Heimbach et al., 2015). Although it should be emphasized that not all marketing is susceptible to this relentless automation, the processes and functions that are susceptible will likely deepen as we embed in the ‘Internet of Things’ and device-led purchase (e.g. ‘intelligent’ fridges ordering your food and even accounting for your propensity for variety seeking in various categories). The direction of travel is self-evident and ineluctable. In the United Kingdom in 2019, there were 50.31 million active smartphone accounts (see O’Dea, 2020a) in a country with a population of around 66 million (many in the possession of minors). In the United States, 265.9 million smartphone accounts were active in 2019 in a country with an adult population of around 252 million; 20% of that adult population had access to (lived at an address with) a smart speaker/home assistant (see O’Dea, 2020b). Projections suggest that this rate of penetration will continue to increase and accelerate in the Unites States and elsewhere.

Technology has always affected consumer decision-making and enabled marketing but analytics-driven interaction is unlike other technological impacts on marketing (see, e.g. Dermody and Zwick, 2020 – among others). Three core features (that are inextricably linked) define automated consumer marketing and the distributed system of analytics that underpins it. (1) Analytics-driven marketing is temporally agile and reactive (often in near real time) and can impact thought and behaviour in very short time frames. (2) It is individualized. Individual identifiers link people with transactional data, sentiment data, trait profiles, viewing and search biases and so on. (3) It is intelligent. Artificial intelligence (AI) lies at the heart of this process of automation.

We employ the term exogenous cognition (henceforth ExC) to describe augmented/annexed cognition via smart devices and the distributed computing systems that support it. ExC provides a lens through which to examine the nexus of analytics, consumer decision-making and the associated changes in consumer choice practices. The transformative potential of smart technology is self-evident but still requires structured thinking in terms of specific effects and outcomes (see Clayton et al., 2015). We draw on Smith’s (2019) basic framework for categorizing the impact of consumer analytics and the brief introduction of the concept of ExC therein. We provide a number of new concepts, structures and schematics to explore the meaning and implications of ExC (culminating in a theory of cognitive states under conditions of pervasive analytics and ExC). Our aim is to provide a conceptual structure that is useful in various debates around the analytics affected consumer as well as empirical applications. To this end, we provide a conceptualization of ExC that draws on a range of pertinent thought and research to position it within the marketing and generic decision theory literature. We delineate and extend the concept, and this culminates in the derivation of three logical outcomes in terms of base cognitive ‘states’, namely endogenous cognition (EnC), symbiotic cognition (SymC) and surrogate cognition (SurC). We call this embryonic theory cognitive state theory. This leads to a discussion of empirical applications.

Context

In terms of contextualization, Belk (2014) provides a useful counterpoint to the rationale of ExC and the exposition here (since it draws on seminal work cited in this article, e.g. Clark, 2008).
Belk’s paper is primarily concerned with notions of embodiment and identity and manifestations of self through online activity (e.g. avatars). We are concerned with the anatomy of decision-making during purchase that engages smart technology; specifically, the changes in the morphology of cognition during purchase. Belk frames the digital realm as another arena for expression, and in the context, he investigates this point of view is appropriate. Artefacts relating to self-conscious projections of identity (like avatars) are largely within the gift of the individual, and they represent opportunities to reflect and reform notions of ideal and actual self for example (Jin, 2009). The ‘selves’ or propensity profiles residing in the servers of the retailers, apps and ISPs that we use are not within our gift (see Turow, 2012). They require our input via data streams, but they create interaction, profiles and outputs (personas, offers, marketing communications, search biases, recommendations, etc.) that are autonomous. These algorithmic interventions are opaque to us and outside of our immediate control. Smit et al. (2014), Yao et al. (2017) and Dolin et al. (2018) highlight the limited understanding users have of the mechanisms that underpin online advertising and marketing communication (MC).

Consumer and marketing research has long recognized the imperative to investigate the effects of digitization on consumer behaviour (e.g. Häubl and Trifts, 2000) and the power of digital transaction data (e.g. Smith and Sparks, 2004). We have already contextualized the position of this article in relation to Belk (2014), but it is useful to determine the relationship with the wider marketing and consumer research literature. Much of the work on the digitalization of consumption has been undertaken via what might be termed sociological (including consumer culture theory) or critical perspectives on consumer research (see, e.g. Cochoy et al., 2017). Some research has, like Belk, also drawn on the work on extended mind (reviewed below). For example, Jenkins and Denegri-Knott (2017) explore the knowledge, memory and imagination effects of access to online recipes and the effect on food preparation. Our scope is wider and focused on purchase and decision-making generically. Moreover, we focus directly on cognitive impacts as opposed to the generalized effect on mind. Denegri-Knott et al. (2020) examine the implications for the notion of possession. Other pertinent work has examined the architecture and morphology of the digital marketing infrastructure. For example, Mellet and Beauvisage (2020) provide a valuable perspective on the building blocks and anatomy of online behavioural advertising (OBA) and automated marketing, while Cluley (2018, 2020) provides a critique of associated marketing measures and an exposition of the implications of seeing data as a shared resource, respectively (see also Wood and Ball, 2013).

A number of empirical studies (like Brill et al., 2019; Häubl and Trifts, 2000) deal with antecedents and outcomes for specific contexts. We aim to address a fundamental change in the enactment of cognition (acknowledged outside of consumer research – e.g. Barr et al., 2015; Frischmann and Selinger, 2018) in terms of any purchase in which smart technology and the associated system of consumer analytics that underpins it is a significant factor. To do this, we draw on insights from marketing, cognitive psychology, economics, decision theory, human–computer interaction (HCI) and theory of mind. In terms of the breadth and depth of our aims, we are more aligned with the scope of the Belk (2014) paper as opposed to Mulcahy et al. (2019). The latter paper explores the factors affecting adoption of smart technology rather than the fundamental changes in thinking and practice that the said technology instigates. Brill et al. (2019) provide another example of the focus on a specific technology/artefact (smart speakers/assistants) and a specified stage of consumption employing tested extant constructs (disconfirmation/satisfaction in this case). We draw on the pertinent insights from this and similar work but widen our gaze to provide a conceptual structure that can inform conversations on theory and empirical applications regarding the essential nature of consumer–smart technology interaction.
Exogenous cognition

We are living through a fundamental change in the essential nature of human cognition; consumers increasingly cede decision-making responsibilities to digital services that can augment human capabilities (see Frischmann and Selinger, 2018). Consumer analytics is fuelling the ongoing change, and this foundational shift has to be reflected in how we consider consumer choice. We assert that digital automation changes the performance of human decision-making and cognitive function, as recognized by commentators outside marketing (e.g. Sparrow et al., 2011) and emerging work in consumer research (e.g. Darmody and Zwick, 2020; Ward et al., 2017). Here, we explore the effects on humans as consumers; specifically, we focus on the effects of the anatomy of purchase decisions.

An external cognitive system (ECS) is ‘... an external object that serves to accomplish a function that would otherwise be attained via the action of internal cognitive processes’, Barr et al. (2015: 473). ECSs in marketing (informed by consumer analytics) are subsequently referred to as ExC. The ECS concept is adapted and developed beyond the one described by Barr et al. (2015); here, it refers directly to ECS effects in marketing and consumer lives. ExC and ECSs owe their roots to philosophical ruminations on the boundaries of cognition and the ‘extended mind’ (Bateson, 1973; Clark, 2008; Clark and Chalmers, 1998; Menary, 2010; Merleau-Ponty, 1962; Polanyi, 1966). ECSs predate smart technology. Frischmann and Selinger (2018) coin the term ‘cognitive prosthetics’ (p. 81), but smart technology is different, not like the analogue paper notebook, for example, it is autonomous with its own cognitive aspect. Tools have always changed us, but the tools were not cognitive in their own right. They may have passively stored or embodied our thoughts (e.g. a notebook or a cave painting). They could influence future thought and action, but they were not intelligent, had no autonomy and were passively within the control of the originator/owner (in this case, the consumer). Returning to the notebook example, consider the following scenario. To improve your diet and fitness, you resolve to record your physical activity and food consumption in a dedicated diary or notebook. Now, imagine that the notebook is active. Imagine that it edits and reorders contributions and it does this on an ongoing basis. Now imagine that the notebook can autonomously communicate with other people’s notebooks and dairies you keep in relation to your reflections on vacations and other consumption domains. Such virtual notebooks already exist (see, e.g. the MyFitnessPal app). They allow users to define goals and form the basis for behaviour change using push notifications that tell you what to eat, when to eat, when to move and so on. These self-tracking technologies are effective as Wittkowski et al. (2020) determine. As Frischmann and Selinger (2018) observe, ‘We can describe this form of extended mind as techno-social thinking because the person extending his or her mind with the GPS system is calling on cognitive resources embedded in the technology of other people’ (p. 94) (emphasis in original). Feedback lies at the heart of ExC and the distributed system of analytics that makes it possible.

The schematic in Figure 1 provides an elementary visualization of the fundamental duality in ExC. In reality, the relationship and information/influence flows (depicted by the arrows) will blur when the device is in hand (given the real-time nature of human–device interaction – see, e.g. Harwood et al., 2014; Neuhofer et al., 2015). Denegri-Knott and Molesworth (2010) highlight the fluid and symbiotic between ‘real’ and ‘virtual’. Figure 3 accounts for this ‘blurring’ but requires more contextualization before exposition.

We cannot do justice here to the vast literature on the philosophy of extended mind and the various controversies and standpoints therein. However, we accept as a starting premise that as people
automate their decision-making through smart devices and the software applications of service providers, it is necessary to recognize that ‘the mental characteristics of the system are immanent, not in some part, but in the system as a whole’ (Bateson, 1973: 316). The concept of ExC accounts for the fact that a significant degree of our decision-making is effectively ‘contracted out’ to forms of computing. The nexus is the device to hand. For instance, the smart mobile device has become an indispensable device for most consumers who can afford one. Recent technological development has allowed these ECSs to become increasingly sophisticated, and marketing has been a key driver for their continued development. For example, consumer analytics-driven algorithms augment the information search of consumers and help to nudge behaviour across a vast range of applications; Google itself is driven by a marketing agenda; it makes money from targeting communications (so, marketing imperatives drive the architects and architecture of ExC). In effect, our minds have an external manifestation via pervasive computing technology; consumer analytics now also plays a key role in consumer decision-making (indeed in many decisions in our lives).

So, the premise is that our cognition is now extended and resides in a computational domain often driven by marketing imperatives. At this point, it is pertinent to consider the differences between human and machine computational ability and rationality within the context of generic decision theory. This is a substantive area for vigorous debate and dissonance. However, there is a broad consensus on three key differences (see Frischmann and Selinger, 2018): computational ability, rationality and higher order abilities of knowing/sense. Machines are better at computation and tend to a more ‘rational/logical’ orientation (adhering to specified decision objectives). They lack intuitive sense and have no generalized sense of knowing (they can be trained to recognize a given product in a photo but do not necessarily ‘know’ what the product is). An array of consumer and social science research also reminds us that humans serve various other objectives beyond mere rationality (e.g. symbolic interaction, hedonism, etc.), but the pursuit of these other objectives often requires episodes of rational thought (e.g. ‘I want to enjoy my holiday, so I will chose a destination similar to last year since I enjoyed that’). Rational choice theory and core decision theory have been assiduously critiqued and revised, but a brief review of core contributions is
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valuable before we return to the specific case of consumer purchase decisions. Simon’s notion of bounded rationality (1955, 1990) still has traction; indeed, it seems as relevant now as ever. It is another factor that helps to explain our willingness to rely on computational assistance for decisions since we have limits to our desire for and ability to process information. It also describes the machine’s quest for a viable decision or recommendation for a consumer; the machine will make the ‘best feasible decision/recommendation’ (see Hillier and Lieberman, 1967) without complete or perfect knowledge. Cognitive bias (Tversky and Kahneman, 1986) in humans is manifested as a computational bias based on previous data/purchase. Moreover, our biases will be reflected back to us and might well be reinforced. The resulting bias or ‘funnelling’ of choice might result from quite elementary heuristic-based algorithms. For example, a machine monitoring our use of an online retail site will operate the heuristic that repeated viewing of a product online equates to interest in that product (this is likely to inform online ad placement or nudges like individualized price reductions). Any bias here is not just endogenously cognitive but also grounded in the data (exogenous bias). The result is that repeated viewing is more likely to lead to purchase if it often provokes individually targeted price reductions to induce purchase. Kahneman’s (2011) ‘System 1’ (emotion and heuristics-driven instinctive decision-making) and ‘System 2’ (deliberative more rational decision-making) is still a useful way of categorizing human decisions, but computational interaction can make powerful interventions to both.

Decision-making models in consumer behaviour textbooks typically present a sequence of endogenous cognitive activities that, to a greater or lesser extent, are enacted when people consume (e.g. East et al., 2016; Kotler et al., 2012; Sethna and Blythe, 2016). They remain influential as touchstones for marketing education and still serve a function as practical structures (certainly for the exposition of ExC here). They are deployed here to maximize the accessibility of the subsequent exposition and discussion of ExC (we acknowledge the alternative models and emphasize that the choice here is in the interests of exposition). While helpful to explain processual decision-making, these models of cognition exclude the decision-making heuristics that consumers have ceded to technological services. ExC is constituted by the automated analysis of our data, often driven by machine learning (ML) and the distributed computing system behind it. This manifests through the various selves or profiles associated with the apps, media and vendors we engage with (see Carrascosa et al., 2015; Turow, 2012); illustrative examples of this relationship are depicted in simplified form in Figure 2. In practice, the infrastructure enabling ExC is fuzzy and diffuse, but many components are controlled by powerful entities such as Google, Amazon, Apple and so on. Data are created, accessed and used by the consumer/user but not entirely controlled by them (Crawford et al., 2015); indeed, contingent control/autonomy is a function of the system of ExC with which the user interacts. The relationship is symbiotic, reflexive and reflective.

Among other things, this has morphed any ‘information search’ (e.g. Howard and Sheth, 1969). Information search is now augmented; in fact, the information processing models are algorithmic in nature and are reflected in the process of ExC. There is still internal (retrieved information from memory) and external searching (information sought from new sources), but the external component of information searching is augmented with the intervention of ExC. The consumer will consult reviews (see Grewal and Stephen, 2019) and browse the web at the various stages of pre, during and post-purchase (at the extreme end, some routine decisions can move towards a subscription model based on a suggestion from an online retailer). Previous searches will bias any ongoing browse prompting marketing communications based on this behaviour. Decisions are therefore effectively co-created. This extended cognition is interdependent being partially
informed by the individual’s life and action but residing externally and autonomously. It relies on data streams generated by the individual, but it appropriates the data to pursue its own ‘thinking’, and its inferences ultimately rely on the consumers own thinking and action (although it has an active influence on this internal cognition). The priorities of the marketer influence the constitution of ExC; these priorities also determine what offers or virtual shop windows we are exposed to based on the various ‘selves’ or profiles residing in the ExC system, for example, through behavioural retargeting (e.g. Carrascosa et al., 2015).

There is some empirical evidence that online purchase (as a proxy for the intervention of ExC) tends to induce more loyalty and less basket variety than offline purchase for the same household (see Chu et al., 2010). Much of the empirical work has been conducted on grocery shopping online and offline although the channel of actual purchase is not synonymous with ExC, ExC requires being ‘online’ (self-evidently). ExC can influence in-store decisions although it is more likely to ‘funnel’ when a list of previous purchases and preferences provides the basis for future online transactions (empirical work bears this out). For example, studies have shown that customers are less price sensitive when shopping online for groceries compared to offline trips (Andrews and Currim, 2004; Degeratu et al., 2000) a manifestation of reduced entropy. It was also found that households switch brands less online and have a strong size choice set online than offline, that is,
much higher brand and size loyalty for customers in online grocery retail compared to in-store (Andrews and Currim, 2004; Degeratu et al., 2000). Pozzi (2012) reported in his findings that a given household systematically carry out more product exploration in-store and are more price sensitive offline than they are online, implying the same household/customer may exhibit more inertia/lower entropy online.

Why would we surrender ourselves so readily to a smart device, giving up or augmenting our autonomy? There is ample evidence why the adoption of ExC has been so enthusiastic. The cognitive reflection test (Frederick, 2005) illustrates a concept known as cognitive miserliness (e.g. Stanovich, 2018). We readily opt for less burdensome forms of processing information when we can (e.g. Baron, 1998; Fasolo et al., 2007). The reliance on this cognitive ‘indolence’ has never really been given its deserved prominence in marketing research; perhaps because once the point is made there is little complexity to unpack thereafter. We rely on heuristics and mental rules of thumb to get through the clutter of all the purchase decisions and other decisions in our cognitively complex lives as Tversky and Kahneman (1986) emphatically illustrated. This culminates in a ‘heuristic rich’ way of seeing the world and the consumption choices in it (e.g. ‘French wine is best’ ‘German engineering is best’). Heuristics and biases are likely to be reinforced by the intervention of analytics as the algorithm reflects our sentiment, activity and behaviour back to us (see Pennycook et al., 2018). Confirmation bias (see Nickerson, 1998, for an authoritative review) is a long-established feature of human interpretation and this is likely to be reinforced by biases in algorithms as they re-reflect our biases. Perceptual and behavioural biases (heuristics, biased perception, loyalty, habit and even the propensity to variety seek) are also liable to significant reinforcement via ExC (e.g. Colleoni et al., 2014).

At this point, is it useful to summarize the features of ExC (and therefore the system of consumer analytics that underpins it):

1. **Intelligent.** The distributed system of consumer analytics is intelligent up to a point. It is enabled via ML/AI. The debates around AI and its comparability to human cognition are well worn (e.g. Searle, 2006), but the resulting consumer analytics aspires to be intelligent and is entirely different from the analogue marketing intelligence of yesterday. It has a degree of autonomy since it is automated.

2. **Individualized.** Individual identifiers allow individual level profiling (Carrascosa et al., 2015; Cluley and Brown, 2015; Turow, 2012). There has been a blurring of advertising and direct marketing. The message is often personalized, even though it may look like a generic advert; it is individually configured and targeted (see also Tong et al., 2020). True advertising is targeted via channels and is otherwise indiscriminate. Direct to device/consumer communication is more likely to affect behaviour, particularly if it is real time. A GPS prompted offer to your phone as you pass near your preferred muffin vendor in a town you are not familiar with is more likely to lead to purchase than a cursory glance at a billboard ad sponsored by the same vendor. Sales promotion was always powerful, but it is now individually reflexive. It can respond to your recent online interest in products (see Ghose et al., 2017). In practice, the various profiles or ‘selves’ that inform ExC communicate, conflate and combine and overlap. Analytics-based profiling that underpins ExC is messy, dynamic and fluid.

3. **Reactive and interactive.** ExC depends on a process of co-creation that is covert or opaque to many consumers, so quite unlike the ‘active’ co-creation described by Roy et al. (2019). ExC is the culmination of a real-time and interactive process (as stated above, it is reflexive, co-created and symbiotic). There is the obvious interaction between the person and the device/nexus. In
reality, the interaction is with the distributed system beyond the device – the network of servers that record an individual’s behaviour and sentiment. ExC affects internal cognition and vice versa. The result is a conversant relationship and flow of interaction as depicted in Figures 1 and 2. ExC is a form of emergence defined as an outcome that might not have arisen or occurred without ‘co-operation’ or interaction (see Smith, 2008 – not to be confused with Berthon et al.’s, 2005, use of the term emergence – see also Taillard et al., 2016).

4. Temporally dynamic. ExC states are often updated in very short time frames. Information flows are near instantaneous, as automated decision-making progresses in parallel with endogenous cognitive states, generating new data with each interaction (Frischmann and Selinger, 2018; Neuhofer et al., 2015).

5. Diffuse and opaque to the consumer. The distributed system manifests itself in MCs search biases and recommendation algorithms. The array of discrete and overlapping data sets and analytic structures is not readily conceivable to the consumer or user (e.g. Dolin et al., 2018; Smit et al., 2014; Yao et al., 2017). The consumer has a series of diffuse external ‘selves’ residing in this system, but the system is only apparent when interacting with a device. The Google ‘self’ and the Amazon ‘self’ reside within a distributed system; the consumer is only aware of the results of these ‘selves’ or possibly some generalized knowledge of the raw data (they supply) that is used to generate further inferences about their persona.

6. Unrelenting. It is learning and unceasing; akin to an ‘inductive’ machine. Your online identity is independent of you to some extent and will persist after your death (e.g. Brubaker et al., 2013). The ceaseless process of ‘knowing you’ works as algorithms learn and improve. Even as you sleep you are providing signs of inactivity and static location (indicating you are indeed likely to be asleep).

7. Morally cryptic. It does not actively take account of your welfare or have any innate moral sense after the design stage (Frischmann and Selinger, 2018; Shank and DeSanti, 2018). The human overseers can attempt to account for the ethical neutrality inherent in AI-based systems by encoding ethical and welfare concerns into the system (e.g. preventing certain ads going to minors if age can be identified) or through manual oversight (e.g. removing content perceived to be inappropriate). Algorithms reflect the designer’s intent, so they can be malicious. Alternatively, the data they may consume may contain ‘immoral’ biases. However, once unleashed they have a life of their own (web algorithms often auto-update as they self-train – possibly reinforcing the biases inherent in the original design). Many automated marketing actions are largely absent of any real moral intentionality. For example, Netflix recommendations based on past viewing habits simply seek to direct content in a relatively simple and mechanistic fashion. The ethics of the tags and categories used is a more contentious point; this process of categorization cannot avoid pervading social constructs.

**From ExC to emergent cognitive states**

The logic of ExC leads us to a consideration of the morphology of decisions, Figure 3 and the subsequent commentary begins this consideration. Specifically, the question arises about the types or ‘styles’ of interaction with ExC that arises in various situations (and/or as a result of individual propensities to engage with ExC). Henceforth, we refer to these types of interaction as *cognitive states* not styles. Decision-making ‘styles’ stem from a very particular area of work encompassing various facets of a decision trajectory for a given product. For example, Eriksson et al. (2017)
employ the consumer styles inventory (CSI) to look at smartphone-enabled purchase in the fashion sector (though not directly considering the transformation of cognition resulting from the deployment of that technology). The CSI has been around for a while (e.g. Sprotles and Kendall, 1986) and has some value in relation to certain purchase scenarios; however, it does not really provide a sound basis for exploring how cognitive processes are transformed in an age of ExC. Indeed, we contend that a fundamental reappraisal of decision-making ‘styles’ is required under conditions of ExC. This should be based on the degree and/or intensity of ExC present within various purchase scenarios before any more complex or secondary constructs are incorporated (e.g. individual propensities and antecedents, temporal variations, etc.). Figure 3 provides a typology that derives three potential forms of cognitive state under conditions of ExC and the basic interaction depicted in Figure 1 (as well as the outcomes and scenarios alluded to in Figure 2).

1. Purely *EnC* is a possibility although, as we assert below, no decision is entirely liberated from the influence of smart technology (given that the individual makes the decision and ExC is likely embedded in their life). EnC on its own can only lead to a state of EnC if ExC does not intervene.

Pure EnC could occur for low or high involvement decisions. For example, choice of restaurant in a familiar locality for a given individual with a stable evoked set (see Wirtz and Mattila, 2003) or (in terms of low involvement) a bottle of water on the way to work. Many low involvement purchases (largely driven by routine, habit or convenience – see Shah et al., 2014) will likely remain relatively untouched by the system supporting ExC (unless SurC occurs – see below). However, any online activity relating to such items will feedback to the consumer and could affect future purchase decisions in a manner akin to analogue marketing interventions (e.g. campaign against disposable plastic bottles might provoke the consumer to a step-change in behaviour).

2. The inevitable outcome of the ‘ExC Plexus’ (Figures 1 and 3) is a form of interactive or *SymC* in which the smart device and the user interaction essentially becomes a particular form of cognitive exercise (a ‘biotechnological symbiosis’ as described by Clark, 2008: 93). Both EnC and ExC will nourish the other in very short time frames as a search relating to a product, for example, unfolds. The influence and action are recursive and predicated on mutual feedback. The degree to which the event or episode is symbiotic will depend on the degree to which ExC

![Figure 3. A schematic of consumers’ cognitive states under conditions of ExC. 1. Purely endogenous cognition; 2. interactive or symbiotic cognition; and 3. surrogate cognition. ExC: exogenous cognition.](image-url)
is involved. Many higher involvement purchases are likely to begin with or be contingent upon the consultation of a smartphone – or in this case smartphones – since the decision is likely to involve significant household interactions (Kirchler, 1995); for example, replacement purchase of a family automobile. Searches and reviews will be used to direct offers and communications will quickly become biased by previous search histories and established preferences instantiated through filters. Figure 4 illustrates the range of symbiotic interaction within SymC.

3. SurC is defined as a situation in which decision-making is ‘contracted’ out or sanctioned to ExC in large part or entirely (as per ‘automated replenishment’ in Figure 2). For example, routine purchase of a skin care product online that culminates in a recommendation for a subscription model of repeat purchase. This may require some renewal of the surrogation (e.g. subscription) every so often but the decision is essentially autonomously made or sustained in an entirely ExC state. For example, an individual might have limited expertise, time or interest in saving and investment decisions and might relinquish such decisions to an app. The day-to-day transfers between accounts or investments are therefore conducted by ExC. Features enabling SurC will therefore tend to be time poverty, low involvement, high habitualness, ‘boring’ decisions or decisions where the consumer may have limited knowledge or interest (e.g. investment and saving – see, e.g. Gustman and Steinmeier, 2001).

Many routine purchases are susceptible to conversion into subscription (e.g. Amazon often suggests subscription to a product that you seem to buy as a matter of routine/replacement). Moreover, online grocery shopping usually relies on editing a list (see Figure 4). This is at the extreme end of ExC’s potential in many ways since the decision becomes something akin to making no more decisions (however routinized). The incidence of such purchases is likely to increase with the advance of the Internet of Things as more consumption becomes automated as a
form of ‘calm computing’, that is, where the interaction between the technology and its user is designed to occur in the user’s periphery rather than constantly at the centre of attention (Weiser and Brown, 1997).

Temporal factors will mean that these states are not fixed and consumers will move between them during the trajectory of a purchase or decision episode. For example, they might indulge SymC during the early stages of a high involvement purchase but resort to EnC in-store. Moreover, in reality, these three types may not always be entirely ‘pure’ and the range of SymC is variant. Figure 4 exemplifies this point in the schematic where the ellipse area illustrates the potential variance in balance between EnC and ExC in a given episode/context. The exact location of the five text boxes relating to SymC will depend on the degree of interaction with ExC (the positions here are illustrative).

Various factors will determine whether any given purchase will be ‘purely’ endogenous, surrogated or the balance between EnC and ExC in any symbiotic episode. We characterize these as either individual (propensities) or situationally determined. The potential determinants are discussed further below in the context of potential empirical applications.

Theory development, corroboration and empirical deployment

Any development will inevitably necessitate and facilitate the corroboration of the essential concept of ExC and the posited cognitive states. The structure and methods outlined here are not necessarily the only way to investigate the anatomy of ExC. We acknowledge that there may be a number of ways to interrogate the notion of cognitive states and the experience, antecedents and morphology of ExC. Indeed, a blend and range of methods is likely to be required to elaborate and affirm the concepts introduced above and we take account of that likely requirement.

The three empirical imperatives delineated below are not discrete. A sequence is suggested but the latter two stages will also contribute to the first elemental theme in terms of insight. Therefore, elements 1 to 3 are symbiotic.

Awareness, experience and morphology

In the first instance, the consumer awareness, experience and reaction to the notion of ExC and the cognitive states outlined above require investigation. Previous research demonstrates that awareness of the superstructure that enables ExC to exist (the system of analytics and consumer profiling) is limited (e.g. Dolin et al., 2018; Smit et al., 2014; Yao et al., 2017). In the light of this, and given the need for specificity, a logical starting point would be an investigation of consumer experience of variant cognitive states and functions during episodes of purchase and information search (when the technology enabling ExC is deployed). This initial sequence of research is outlined below.

The consumer experience of ExC and cognitive states requires depth research in the first instance, but depth research targeted at the elements of ExC not yet addressed by extant research (e.g. consumer ignorance of the analytics super structure has been interrogated as stated above). Various questions remain unanswered. For example, are consumers entirely unaware of any effect on cognitive function when they purchase or search for information? Perhaps not. There might be a spectrum of awareness. Yao et al.’s (2017) establishment of ‘folk’ models of OBA provides a potential research design for this question. After an initial exploratory stage then consumers could be stimulated by accounts of the cognitive states depicted in Figures 3 and 4 (or adaptations and variants derived from initial research). Eslami et al. (2018) provide a protocol for exhibit-driven
exposure to stimulate qualitative depth research to surmount the issue of consumer ignorance of the process of analytics. Neuroscience methods may also have a place in mapping the cognitive morphology during variant lab-based purchase tasks on different cohorts with differential use of smart technology (see Braeutigam et al., 2019 or Wilmer et al., 2019). Mobile diaries are another possibility; Lovett and Peres (2018) examine the efficacy of this form of data capture in a consumer research context.

This blending of data streams could then be augmented with an investigation of the ‘supply-side’ of ExC. It could be stimulating to explore the intentions and conceptualization inherent in analytics design (the design of ExC). How do they respond to the essential concept of ExC after exposure to exhibits and explanations and to the cognitive states exemplified in Figure 4? Do they consider the cognitive effects of their constructions?

Once the morphology and experience of variant cognitive states is better understood, then the research will be in a more robust position to explore the role and function of novel (and predictable – in terms of extant research) antecedents and their relationship with behaviour.

**Antecedents and determinants**

The balance between situational and individual determinants (propensities) of cognitive states is a question that requires attention despite insights from various streams of research (e.g. knowledge levels, source credibility, cognitive effort, etc.). This enquiry should attempt to identify novel antecedents not predicted by literature with ‘validation’ of expected antecedents. The HCI literature provides numerous examples of ‘user’ insight, but the application is often generic. For example, Carr (2015) discusses automation bias and automation complacency, and more generally, how people respond to information presented by machines. Other key factors that would require assessment would be the degree to which an interface is consulted and variant levels of cognitive effort. The work on cognitive effort is also wide-ranging and relevant, but it does not tend to focus on purchase decisions or provide for a specified application in the analytics rich/smart technology rich world we find ourselves in now. Nonetheless, work such as Garbarino and Edell (1997) in consumer research and more widely in psychological applications (e.g. Piolat et al., 2005; Tyler et al., 1979) do provide a basis for exploring cognitive effort propensities. Luce’s (1998) paper and related work is also a useful touchstone for how this stage might be executed and configured.

Other likely individual antecedents (e.g. knowledge levels) require reinvestigation (given extant research into the effect of knowledge levels and other established antecedents of cognitive effort) in terms of their weight and the dynamics of their influence on whether EnC, SymC or SurC is the cognitive state outcome in a given situation. The effect of situational determinants should also be sought (e.g. the effects of syncratic vs. individual choices – see Kirchler, 1995). Indeed, a logical avenue might be a relatively straightforward mapping exercise of descriptive research to establish which product categories are more likely to lead to the three states. This would be suited to a survey method or possibly a scenario-based experimental approach in which the various products or purchase scenarios are located on the continuum as per Figure 4 (with reference to/recording of individual and situational determinants).

The impact of behavioural traits and biases on cognitive states and vice versa could also be explored by research using transaction data (blended with other methods). There has seemingly been a preoccupation with the channel, not the form of decision-making provoked or enabled by the channel (e.g. online vs. offline – see, e.g. Chu et al., 2010). Questions arise around the extent of and effects of ExC/SymC in terms of the reinforcement of/relationship with behavioural biases (i.e.
repeat behaviour or variety seeking) in online vs. offline purchase. The cognitive impact on the effectiveness of real-time ‘adaptive’ sales promotion and other individualized nudges (perhaps using constructs from Devlin et al., 2007, 2013) could also begin with analysis of transaction data (some transactional data sets record the exposure to nudges and promotions), but this would need to be augmented with a survey element and depth methods. It is possible to cross reference transaction data with any primary data (e.g. via the Walgreen Boots Alliance consumer panel in the United Kingdom).

**Transitional, temporal and longitudinal dynamics**

A more challenging but equally valuable exercise would be an attempt to track how individuals move between cognitive states during the stages of a purchase episode (e.g. from pre-purchase to in-store etc.) as discussed in the preceding section (measures and indicators of these states having been derived from stages 2 and 3). These temporal effects could be addressed through an app mediated ‘diary’ (see Lovett and Peres, 2018) or app-based record approach or (less reliably) through self-reporting/recall (possibly through depth methods) or again, through neuroscience applications. A form of observational experiment is a possibility, during which a smartphone is issued to participants tasked with choosing a given high involvement product (perhaps with the limit of 1 week). Metrics relating to the engagement could be recorded via software-based surveillance of the decision. It would also allow assessment of and how and when the individuals used the smart tech/ExC to determine any commonalities or behavioural clusters. Altshuler et al. (2012) provide a comprehensive and technical analysis of the use of mobile phones as data capture devices, the work is somewhat dated now but seminal. Bogomolov et al. (2014) provide a valuable supplement and provide a useful protocol for ethical design and the derivation and use of indicator variables. Júnior et al. (2017) demonstrate how various android-based sensors can be used for sophisticated cross-referencing and inference of psychological variables and features (e.g. effort and attention).

**Conclusion**

ExC is a straightforward idea in its most reduced form. The central premise is that consumer cognition is often interactive and has an external manifestation and ‘life’. More broadly, it reflects a need to reconceptualize how digitally mediated consumer decision-making transforms the relationship between thought and action. While the focus here is specifically on cognition, any adherence to the logic of ExC can inform the ongoing conversations for various other potential avenues of investigation (e.g. dependency effects, ethics, consumer sovereignty). For example, newly identified cognitive practices might enhance or compromise consumer welfare. Labrecque et al. (2013) are a typical example of the optimistic view that digital technologies enhance consumer power; Deighton and Kornfeld (2009) also see the emergent technologies as empowering (see also Sirgy and Su, 2000; Zwitter, 2014). This is in stark contrast to perspectives that are more sociological in nature; for example, Frischmann and Selinger (2018) see the outsourcing of decisions as increasing passivity, decreasing agency, decreasing responsibility, increasing ignorance, detachment, and decreasing independence (Darmody and Zwick, 2020 give a more nuanced view).

ExC and the embryonic theory of resulting cognitive states could have an impact on decision theory in general. Marketing and consumer research contributions are sometimes undervalued in comparison with economics and cognitive psychology in terms of the inclusion into mainstream decision theory. This is odd, given that many decisions are decisions relating to purchase and
transaction. The practice of marketing is at the centre of the digital transformation of human cognition and interaction. Marketing entities are designing the systems that give rise to ExC; or more accurately, the architecture of ExC and the distributed system of analytics that underpins it are driven by marketing imperatives (e.g. persona construction, nudges, targeting, etc.). As such, marketing and marketing theory needs to be at the heart of that debate by drawing on its own lineage of decision research and by engaging with the broader cross-disciplinary debate about decision-making and cognition in the digitally mediated era.
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Notes
1. An array of algorithms and distributed systems work tirelessly to know us. Whether their inferences are accurate or not they affect our decisions nonetheless, even a wrong or poorly targeted offer will provoke a reaction. For example, you might be exposed to an ‘ad’ for something you recently browsed on another web page that you assessed as unsuitable. This rejection will affect your thinking and, more crucially, your failure to respond will be logged and used to refine future communications.
2. For example, Cochoy (2008) outlines how the humble shopping cart/trolley influences consumer practice.
3. The relationship of this article with digital sociology is an interesting point that requires resolution. To paraphrase, Marres (2017) is digital sociology studying society or the technology? As Lupton (2014) observes, digital technology is now part of what makes us a modern human. Our article is not primarily focused on social processes (although a number of references to pertinent work are made). The principal focus here is individual decision-making and cognitive processes (therefore within the broad realms of economic psychology and more firmly located within the generic decision-making research and research on consumer and purchase decision-making specifically). So, our reflection of the Marres question might be posited as ‘are we studying consumers or consumer analytics?’ We are concerned with both; exogenous cognition concerns the interface between analytics and consumer decision-making and the fuzzy space in between.
4. This research should not be confused with the work on ‘smart consumers’ (e.g. Roy et al., 2019), defined as consumers who voluntarily and competently engage in experience sharing not consumers who employ smart tech.
5. This is exemplified by an example given by the school of ecological rationality (see, e.g. Goldstein and Gigerenzer, 2002 also Todd and Gigerenzer, 2007, 2012, for a flavour of work in this area). A machine
tasked with catching a cricket ball will likely compute angles, trajectories, velocities and so on and derive a formula for catching the ball (it will not enjoy it or necessarily know why it is doing this). The human cricketer will not do this. The essence of ball catching comes down to keeping your eyes on the ball and moving towards the area that the ball seems to be landing. The (accomplished) human therefore achieves a high degree of success through a heuristic based on two key observations/functions (from their environment – hence ecological rationality). Exogenous cognition allows a situation in which the cricketer simultaneously employs their own heuristic and deploys some technology that allows computation to augment the heuristic.

6. We prefer the term behavioural entropy (essentially a variance and variety measure/concept that has a ‘memory’ of what has gone before) after Guidotti et al.’s seminal 2015 application. Variety itself is a misleading term and suggests/echoes variety seeking as a stimulation-driven behaviour; moreover, it can lead to simple counts of basket variety that lack ‘memory’ or a sense of evolution (unlike entropy).

7. A woman walks into a pub in Turin and proceeds to choose a beer. She has never been to Turin before. If she has consulted Google maps at any point during her navigation of the city or other online sources about Turin prior to departure from home then exogenous cognition (ExC) has already been actively engaged. Her searches on Turin will bias what she is shown and have informed her decisions already. If she asks Google for bars nearby then she will be offered a choice set; this interaction with ExC will help to determine which bar she goes in. That choice will then determine the choice set for her beer.

8. The likelihood that people with lower propensities for EnC effort (in given situations) will tend to indulge SymC and SurC more readily (this being related to cognitive miserliness – see Stanovich, 2018) could provide the basis for a primary hypothesis for example. This could be subject to experimental methods (lab based).
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